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VR audio superzoom

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

The exemplary and non-limiting embodiments relate generally to free-viewpoint virtual

reality, object-based audio, and spatial audio mixing (SAM).

Brief Description of Prior Developments

Free-viewpoint audio generally allows for a user to move around in the audio (or generally,

audio-visual or mediated reality) space and experience the audio space in a manner that

correctly corresponds to his location and orientation in it. This may enable various virtual

reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) use cases. The spatial audio may consist, for

example, of a channel-based bed and audio-objects, audio-objects only, or any equivalent

spatial audio representation. While moving in the space, the user may come into contact with

audio-objects, the user may distance themselves considerably from other objects, and new

objects may also appear.

SUMMARY

The following summary is merely intended to be exemplary. The summary is not intended to

limit the scope of the claims.

In accordance with one aspect, an example method comprises, identifying at least one object

of interest (OOI), determining a plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least

one OOI, determining, for each of the plurality of microphones, a volume around the at least

one OOI, determining a spatial audio volume based on associating each of the plurality of

microphones to the volume around the at least one OOI, and generating a spatial audio scene

based on the spatial audio volume for free-listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

In accordance with another aspect, an example apparatus comprises at least one processor;

and at least one non-transitory memory including computer program code, the at least one

memory and the computer program code configured to, with the at least one processor, cause

the apparatus to: identify at least one object of interest (OOI), determine a plurality of

microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI, determine, for each of the plurality

of microphones, a volume around the at least one OOI, determine a spatial audio volume



based on associating each of the plurality of microphones to the volume around the at least

one OOI, and generate a spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio volume for free-

listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

In accordance with another aspect, an example apparatus comprises a non-transitory program

storage device readable by a machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions

executable by the machine for performing operations, the operations comprising: identifying

at least one object of interest (OOI), determining a plurality of microphones capturing sound

from the at least one OOI, determining, for each of the plurality of microphones, a volume

around the at least one OOI, determining a spatial audio volume based on associating each of

the plurality of microphones to the volume around the at least one OOI, and generating a

spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio volume for free-listening-point audio around

the at least one OOI.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing aspects and other features are explained in the following description, taken in

connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a reality system comprising features of an example

embodiment;

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating some components of the system shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is an example illustration of a scene with performers being recorded with multiple

microphones;

Fig. 4 is an example illustration of a user consuming VR content via free-viewpoint;

Fig. 5 is an example illustration of a user employing superzoom;

Fig. 6 is an example illustration of beamforming performed towards a selected performer;

Fig. 7 is an example illustration of an area around a selected performer divided into regions

covered by different microphones;

Fig. 8 is an example illustration of a user moving in the scene in which the user receives

audio recorded from different microphones in their respective areas;

Fig. 9 is an example illustration of a block diagram of a system;

Fig. 10 is an example illustration of a flow diagram of the audio capture method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Referring to Fig. 1, a diagram is shown illustrating a reality system 100 incorporating features

of an example embodiment. The reality system 100 may be used by a user for augmented-

reality (AR), virtual-reality (VR), or presence-captured (PC) experiences and content



consumption, for example, which incorporate free-viewpoint audio. Although the features

will be described with reference to the example embodiments shown in the drawings, it

should be understood that features can be embodied in many alternate forms of embodiments.

The system 100 generally comprises a visual system 110, an audio system 120, a relative

location system 130 and a VR audio superzoom system 140. The visual system 110 is

configured to provide visual images to a user. For example, the visual system 12 may

comprise a virtual reality (VR) headset, goggles or glasses. The audio system 120 is

configured to provide audio sound to the user, such as by one or more speakers, a VR

headset, or ear buds for example. The relative location system 130 is configured to sense a

location of the user, such as the user's head for example, and determine the location of the

user in the realm of the reality content consumption space. The movement in the reality

content consumption space may be based on actual user movement, user-controlled

movement, and/or some other externally-controlled movement or pre-determined movement,

or any combination of these. The user is able to move in the content consumption space of

the free-viewpoint. The relative location system 130 may be able to change what the user

sees and hears based upon the user's movement in the real-world; that real-world movement

changing what the user sees and hears in the free-viewpoint rendering.

The movement of the user, interaction with audio -objects and things seen and heard by the

user may be defined by predetermined parameters including an effective distance parameter

and a reversibility parameter. An effective distance parameter may be a core parameter that

defines the distance from which user interaction is considered for the current audio-object. A

reversibility parameter may also be considered a core parameter, and may define the

reversibility of the interaction response. The reversibility parameter may also be considered a

modification adjustment parameter. Although particular modes of audio-object interaction

are described herein for ease of explanation, brevity and simplicity, it should be understood

that the methods described herein may be applied to other types of audio-object interactions.

The user may be virtually located in the free-viewpoint content space, or in other words,

receive a rendering corresponding to a location in the free-viewpoint rendering. Audio-

objects may be rendered to the user at this user location. The area around a selected listening

point may be defined based on user input, based on use case or content specific settings,

and/or based on particular implementations of the audio rendering. Additionally, the area

may in some embodiments be defined at least partly based on an indirect user or system

setting such as the overall output level of the system (for example, some sounds may not be

heard when the sound pressure level at the output is reduced).



VR audio superzoom system 140 may enable, in a free viewpoint VR environment, a user to

isolate (for example, 'solo') and inspect more closely a particular sound source from a

plurality of viewing points (for example, all the available viewing points) in a scene. VR

audio superzoom system 140 may enable the creation of audio scenes, which may enable a

volumetric audio experience, in which the user may experience an audio object at different

levels of detail, and as captured by different devices and from different locations/directions.

This may be referred as "immersive audio superzoom". VR audio superzoom system 140

may enable the creation of volumetric, localized, object specific audio scenes. VR audio

superzoom system 140 may enable a user to inspect the sound of an object from different

locations close to the object, and captured by different capture devices. This allows the user

to hear a sound object in detail and from different perspectives. VR audio superzoom system

140 may combine the audio signals from different capture devices and create the audio scene,

which may then be rendered to the user.

The VR audio superzoom system 140 may be configured to generate a volumetric audio

scene relating to and proximate to a single sound object appearing in a volumetric (six-

degrees-of-freedom (6DoF), for example) audio scene. In particular, VR audio superzoom

system 140 may implement a method of creating localized and object specific audio scenes.

VR audio superzoom system 140 may locate/find a plurality of microphones (for example, all

microphones) that are capturing the sound of an object of interest and then create a localized

and volumetric audio scene around the object of interest using the located/found

microphones. VR audio superzoom system 140 may enable a user/listener to move around a

sound object and listen to a sound scene comprising of only audio relating to the object,

captured from different positions around the object. As a result, the user may be able to hear

how the object sounds from different directions, and navigation may be done in a manner

corresponding to a predetermined pattern (for example, an intuitive way based on user logic)

by moving around the object of interest.

VR audio superzoom system 140 may enable "super-zoom" type of functionality during

volumetric audio experiences. VR audio superzoom system 140 may implement ancillary

systems for detecting user proximity to an object and/or rendering the audio scene. VR audio

superzoom system 140 may implement spatial audio mixing (SAM) functionality involving

automatic positioning, free listening point changes, and assisted mixing operations.

VR audio superzoom system 140 may define the interaction area via local tracking and

thereby enable stabilization of the audio-object rendering at a variable distance to the audio-

object depending on real user activity. In other words, the response of the VR audio

superzoom system 140 may be altered (for example, the response may be slightly different)



each time, thereby improving the realism of the interaction. The VR audio superzoom system

140 may track the user's local activity and further enable making of intuitive decisions on

when to apply specific interaction rendering effects to the audio presented to the user. VR

audio superzoom system 140 may implement these steps together to significantly enhance the

user experience of free-viewpoint audio where no or only a reduced set of metadata is

available.

Referring also to Fig. 2, the reality system 100 generally comprises one or more controllers

210, one or more inputs 220 and one or more outputs 230. The input(s) 220 may comprise,

for example, location sensors of the relative location system 130 and the VR audio

superzoom system 140, rendering information for VR audio superzoom system 140, reality

information from another device, such as over the Internet for example, or any other suitable

device for inputting information into the system 100. The output(s) 230 may comprise, for

example, a display on a VR headset of the visual system 110, speakers of the audio system

120, and a communications output to communication information to another device. The

controller(s) 210 may comprise one or more processors 240 and one or more memory 250

having software 260 (or machine-readable instructions).

Referring also to Fig. 3, an illustration 300 of a scene 305 with multiple performers being

recorded with multiple microphones is shown.

As shown in Fig. 3, multiple performers (in this instance, two performers, performer 1 301-1

and performer 2 310-2, referred to singularly as performer 310 and in plural as performers

310) may be recorded with multiple microphones (and cameras) (shown in this instance

microphone arrays 340-A and 340-B, such as a NOKIA OZO microphone array, and a

microphone 350, for example a stage mic). In addition, each of the performers 310 may

include an associated positioning tag (320-1 and 320-2) and lavalier microphone (330-1 and

330-2). (Information regarding) the performers 310 and microphone positions may be

known/provided to VR audio superzoom system 140. Although Fig. 3 and subsequent

discussions describe performers 310, it should be understood that these processes may be

applied to any audio object.

Referring also to Fig. 4, an example illustration 400 of a user consuming VR content via free-

viewpoint is shown.

As shown in Fig. 4, a user 410 (in an environment 405 associated with scene 305) may enjoy

the VR content captured by the cameras and microphones in a free-viewpoint manner. The

user 410 may move (for example, walk) around the scene 305 (based on a free viewpoint



listening position and direction 420 with the scene 305) and listen and see the performers

from different (for example, any) angles at different times (shown by the examples tx, 430-0

to tx+4, 430-4 in Fig. 4).

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate an environment in which VR audio superzoom system 140 may be

deployed/employed. Referring back to Fig. 3, a VR scene 305 may be recorded with multiple

microphones and cameras. The positions of the performers 310 and the microphones may be

known. The volumetric scene 305 may be determined/generated to be consumed in a free-

viewpoint manner, in which the user 410 is able to move around the scene 305 freely. The

user 410 may hear the performers 310 such that their directions and distances to the user 410

are taken into account in the audio rendering (Fig. 4). For example, when the user 410

(within the VR scene 305) moves away from a performer 310, the audio for that performer

310 may thereby become quieter and more reverberant.

Referring also to Fig. 5, an example illustration 500 of a user employing superzoom is shown.

As shown in Fig. 5, a user, such as user 410 described hereinabove with respect to Fig. 4,

may initiate an audio superzoom towards one of the performers 310. VR audio superzoom

system 140 may implement superzoom to create an audio scene 505 (for example, a zoomed

audio scene) consisting of audio only from one performer 310 (in this instance performer

310-1). The audio scene 505 may be created from audio captured from all microphones

capturing the performer 310-1.

In Fig. 5, the user may have indicated that the user 410 wants to monitor the audio from one

of the performers 310 more closely. For example, the user 410 may have provided an

indication to VR audio superzoom system 140. VR audio superzoom system 140 may create

an audio scene 505 for the selected performer 310-1 using the audio from microphones (330-

1, 340-A, 340-B, and 350) capturing the selected person. In this example, the audio scene

505 may be created based on the performer's 310-1 own Lavalier microphone 330-1 and the

microphone arrays (340-Ab and 340-B) and the stage mic 350. In this instance, (audio from)

the other performer's 310-2 Lavalier microphone 330-2 may not be used (to create the audio

scene 505). Figs. 6 to 8 describe how the (zoomed) audio scene 505 is created.

Fig. 6 is an example illustration 600 of beamforming towards a selected performer 310. The

beamforming may be performed for all microphones that are capable of beamforming in the

scene 505 (for example, microphone arrays, such as microphone arrays 340-A and 340-B).

The beamforming direction may be determined from known microphone 340 and performer

310 positions and orientations.



VR audio superzoom system 140 may implement processes to zoom in on one of the

performers only, and may perform beamforming or audio focus towards a particular

performer (in this instance 310-1) if the arrangement allows (see Fig. 6). VR audio

superzoom system 140 may thereby focus on the audio from the performer 310-1 only. In

this example, two arrays of microphones 340 (such as, for example, VR or AR cameras

which include microphone arrays) may be used to receive the audio. VR audio superzoom

system 140 may perform beamforming (610-A and 610-B) towards the selected performer

310-1 from the microphones (340-A and 340-B) based on the known positions and

orientations of microphones (340-A and 340-B) and performers 310.

Referring also to Fig. 7, an example illustration 700 of areas around a selected performer that

are divided into regions covered by the different microphones, is shown.

As shown in Fig. 7, the audio scene 505 may be divided into different areas that are covered

by different microphones. Area 1 710-1 includes an area around the performer 310-1 in

which a lavalier microphone 330-1 covers the corresponding region. Area 2 710-2 may

include an area covered by the stage mic 350. Area 3 710-3 and Area 4 710-4 may include

areas covered respectively by microphone arrays 340-B and 340-A.

VR audio superzoom system 140 may determine separate areas associated with each of the

plurality of microphones, and determine a border between each of the separate areas.

Referring also to Fig. 8 an illustration 800 of a user moving (for example, walking around) in

a scene 505 in which the user hears audio recorded from the different microphones when in

their respective areas is shown.

Referring back to Fig. 7, VR audio superzoom system 140 may create (or identify) areas

(710-1 to 710-4) that are covered by the different microphones (330-1, 340-A, 340-B, 350).

The areas may be used to define which microphone signals are heard from which position

when listening to each of the performers (see, for example, Fig. 8).

In Fig. 8, at time tx (430-0), the user may hear the beamformed (towards the performer) audio

from the microphone (or microphone array) 340-B on the right such that it is played from the

direction of the performer 310-1 (with respect to the listener or listening position 420). VR

audio superzoom system 140 may be directed to not receive audio from the second performer

310-2 within a particular area 810.



Furthermore, in some instances, a microphone may be associated with a particular sound

source on an object (for example, a particular location of a performer). For example, the

audio signal captured by a lavalier microphone close to the mouth of a performer may be

associated with the mouth of the performer (for example, microphone 330-1 on performer

310-1). The beamformed sound captured by an array (such as, for example, microphone

array 340-B) further away may be associated with the whole body of the performer. In other

words, one microphone may receive a sound signal associated particular section of an object

of interest (OOI) and another microphone may receive a sound signal associated with the

entire OOI.

When the user/listener 410 (for example, based on a user listening position 420) gets closer to

the source of the audio (for example, mouth of the performer), the user 410 may hear the

sound captured by the Lavalier microphone 330-1 in a greater proportion to the audio of the

array associated to the full body of the performer. In other words, the area associated with

sound on an object may increase in proportion (and specificity, for example, with respect to

other sound sources on the performer) as the listening position associated with the user

approaches the particular area of the performer. VR audio superzoom system 140 may

increase a proportion of the sound signal associated with a particular section of the OOI in

relation to a sound signal associated with the entire OOI in response to the user moving closer

to the particular section of the OOI.

Fig. 9 is a block diagram 900 illustrating different parts of VR audio superzoom system 140.

As shown in Fig. 9, VR audio superzoom system 140 may include a plurality of mics (shown

in Fig. 9 as mic 1 to mic N), a positioning system 920, a beamforming component 930, an

audio rendering component 940, and a VR viewer/user interface (UI) 950.

The Mics 910 may include different microphones (for example lavalier microphones 330-1,

microphone arrays 340-A, 340-B, stage mics 350, etc.), such as described hereinabove with

respect to Figs. 3-8.

Positioning system 920 may determine (or obtain) position information (for example,

microphone and object positions) 925 for the performers (for example, performers 310-1 and

310-2) and microphones may be obtained using, for example, radio-based positioning

methods such as High Accuracy Indoor Positioning (HAIP). HAIP tags (for example

positioning tag 320-1, described hereinabove with respect to Fig. 3) may be placed on the

performers (for example, 310-1 and 310-2) and the microphones (330-1, 330-2, 340-A, 340-

B, 350, etc.). The HAIP locator antennas may be placed around the scene 505 to provide



Cartesian (for example, x, y, z axes) position information for all tagged objects. Positioning

system 920 may send the positioning information to a beamformer 930 to allow for

beamforming from a microphone array towards a selected performer.

Microphone audio 915 may include the audio captured by (some or all of) the microphones

recording the scene 505. Some microphones may be microphone arrays, for example

microphone arrays 340-A and 340-B, providing more than one audio signal. The audio

signals for the microphones may be sent (for example, bussed) to the beamforming block 930

for beamforming purposes.

VR viewer/UI 950 may allow a user of VR audio superzoom system 140 to consume the VR

content captured by the cameras and microphones using a VR viewer (a head-mounted

display (HMD), for example). The UI shown in the HMD may allow the user to select an

object 955 in the scene 505 (a performer, for example) for which VR audio superzoom

system 140 may perform an audio zoom.

Beamforming component 930 may perform beamforming towards a selected audio object

(from VR viewer/UI 950) from all microphone arrays (for example, 340-A and 340-B)

recording the scene 505. The beamforming directions may be determined using the

microphone and object positions 925 obtained from the positioning system 920.

Beamforming may be performed using processes, such as described hereinabove with respect

to Fig. 7, to determine beamformed audio 935. For Lavalier and other non-microphone array

microphones (for example, microphones 320-1, 302-2 and 350), the audio may be passed

through beamforming block 930 untouched.

Audio rendering component 940 may receive microphone and object positions 925,

beamformed audio 935 (and non-beamformed audio from Lavalier and other non-microphone

array microphones), and sound object selection and user position 960 and determine an audio

rendering of the scene 505 based on the inputs.

Fig. 10 is an example flow diagram 1000 illustrating an audio capture method.

At block 1010, VR audio superzoom system 140 may identify at least one object of interest

(OOI). For example, VR audio superzoom system 140 may receive an indication of an object

of interest (OOI). The indication may be provided from the UI of a device, or VR audio

superzoom system 140 may automatically detect each object in the scene 505 and indicate

each object one at a time as an OOI for processing as described below.



VR audio superzoom system 140 may determine microphones capturing the sound of the

OOI at block 1020. More particularly, VR audio superzoom system 140 may select, for the

creation of the object-specific audio scene, only microphones which are actually capturing

audio from the selected object. VR audio superzoom system 140 may determine the

microphones by performing cross-correlation (for example, generalized cross correlation with

phase transform (GCC-PHAT), etc.) between a Lavalier microphone associated with the

object (for example, worn by the performer) and the other microphones. In other words, VR

audio superzoom system 140 may perform cross-correlation between a microphone in close

proximity to the OOI and each of the others of the plurality of microphones. If a high enough

correlation value between the Lavalier signal and another microphone signal is achieved (for

example, based on a predetermined threshold), the microphone may be used in the audio

scene generation. VR audio superzoom system 140 may change the set of microphones

selected over time as the performer moves in the scene. In instances in which no Lavalier

microphones are present, VR audio superzoom system 140 may use a distance threshold to

select the microphones. Microphones that are too far away from the object may be

disregarded (and/or muted).

According to an example embodiment, in instances in which there are no Lavalier

microphones available, VR audio superzoom system 140 may use whatever microphones are

available for capturing the sound of the object, for example, microphones proximate to the

object.

At block 1030, VR audio superzoom system 140 may, for each microphone capturing the

sound of the OOI, determine a volume (or an area, or a point) proximate to and in relation to

the OOI. VR audio superzoom system 140 may determine a volume in space around the

OOI. According to an example embodiment, the volume in space may relate (for example,

correspond or be determined in proportion) to the portion of the object which the particular

microphone captures. For example, for Lavalier microphones close to a particular sound

source of an object (for example, a mouth of a performer), the spatial volume may be a

volume around the mouth of the OOI. For example, a circle with a set radius (for example, of

the order of 50cm) around the object (or, in some cases very close to the mouth). For

beamformed spatial audio arrays the volume may be a spatial region around the OOI, at an

orientation towards the microphone array. For example, the area may be a range of azimuth

angles from the selected object. The azimuth range borders may be determined (or received)

based on a direction of microphones with respect to selected object. VR audio superzoom

system 140 may set the angle range borders at the midpoint between adjacent microphone

directions (see, for example, Fig. 7).



VR audio superzoom system 140 may associate each microphone signal to a region in the

volume which the microphone most effectively captures. For example, VR audio superzoom

system 140 may associate the Lavalier mic signal to a small volume around the microphone

in instances in which the Lavalier signal captures a portion of the object at a close proximity,

whereas a beamformed array capture may be associated to a larger spatial volume around the

object, and from the orientation towards the array.

At block 940, VR audio superzoom system 140 may determine a spatial audio volume based

on associating each of the plurality of microphones to the volume around the at least one

OOI.

At block 1050, VR audio superzoom system 140 may make the created audio scene

comprising the microphone signals and the volume definitions available for rendering in a

free-listening-point application. VR audio superzoom system 140 may provide the created

audio scene comprising the microphone signals and the volume definitions for rendering in a

free-listening-point application. For example, VR audio superzoom system 140 may perform

data streaming, or storing the data for access by the free-listening-point application. The

created audio scene may include a volumetric audio scene relating to and proximate to a

single sound object appearing in a volumetric (for example, six-degrees-of-freedom, 6DoF,

etc.) audio scene.

According to an example, VR audio superzoom system 140 may determine a superzoom

audio scene, in which the superzoom audio scene enables a volumetric audio experience that

allows the user to experience an audio object at different levels of detail, and as captured by

different devices and from at least one of a different location and a different direction. VR

audio superzoom system 140 may obtain a list of object positions (for example, from an

automatic object position determiner and/or tracker or metadata, etc.).

Referring back to Fig. 9, audio rendering component 940 may input the beamformed audio

935, and microphone and object positions 925 to render a sound scene around the selected

object 960 (performer). Audio rendering component 940 may determine, based on the

microphone and selected object position, an area which each of the microphones are

associated to during the capture process.

VR audio superzoom system 140 may use the determined areas in rendering to render the

audio related to the selected object. The (beamformed) audio from a microphone may be

rendered whenever the user is in the area corresponding to the microphone. Whenever the

user crosses a border between areas, the microphone whose audio is being rendered may be



changed. According to an alternative embodiment, VR audio superzoom system 140 may

perform mixing of two or more microphone audio signals near the area borders. At the area

border, the mixing ration between two microphones may in this instance be 50:50 (or

determined with an increasing proportion of the entered area as the user moves away from the

area border). At the center of the areas, only a single microphone may be heard.

The VR audio superzoom system may provide technical advantages and/or enhance the end-

user experience. For example, the VR audio superzoom system may enable a volumetric,

immersive audio experience by allowing the user to focus to different aspects of audio

objects.

Another benefit of VR audio superzoom system is to enable the user to focus towards an

object from multiple directions, and to move around an object to hear how the object sounds

from different perspectives and when captured by different capturing devices in contrast with

a conventional audio focus (in which the user may just focus on the sound of an individual

object from a single direction). VR audio superzoom system may allow capturing and

rendering an audio experience in a manner that is not possible with background immersive

audio solutions. In some instances, VR audio superzoom system may allow the user to

change the microphone signal(s) used for rendering the sound of an object by moving around

(for example, in six degrees of freedom, etc.) an object. Therefore, the user may be able to

listen to how an object sounds when captured by different capture devices from different

locations and/or from different directions.

In accordance with an example, a method may include identifying at least one object of

interest (OOI), determining a plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one

OOI, determining, for each of the plurality of microphones, a volume around the at least one

OOI, determining a spatial audio volume based on associating each of the plurality of

microphones to the volume around the at least one OOI, and generating a spatial audio scene

based on the spatial audio volume for free-listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above,

generating a superzoom audio scene, wherein the superzoom audio scene enables a

volumetric audio experience that allows a user to experience the at least one OOI at different

levels of detail, and as captured by different devices and from at least one of a different

location and a different direction.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above,

generating a sound of the at least one OOI from a plurality of different positions.



In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

the spatial audio scene further comprises a volumetric six-degrees-of-freedom audio scene.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

the plurality of microphones includes at least one of a microphone array, a stage microphone,

and a Lavalier microphone.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above,

determining a distance to a user and a direction to the user associated with the at least one

OOI.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above,

performing, for at least one of the plurality of microphones, beamforming from the at least

one OOI to a user.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

determining, for each of the plurality of microphones, the volume around the at least one OOI

further comprise determining separate areas associated with each of the plurality of

microphones, and determining a border between each of the separate areas.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

the plurality of microphones includes at least one microphone with a sound signal associated

particular section of the at least one OOI and at least one other microphone with a sound

signal associated with an entire area of the at least one OOI.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above,

increasing a proportion of the sound signal associated with the particular section of the at

least one OOI in relation to the sound signal associated with the entire area of the at least one

OOI in response to a user moving closer to the particular section of the at least one OOI.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above,

determining a position for each of the plurality of microphones based on a high accuracy

indoor positioning tag.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

determining the plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI further

comprises performing cross-correlation between a microphone in close proximity to the at

least one OOI and each of the others of the plurality of microphones.



In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

identifying the at least one object of interest (OOI) is based on receiving an indication from a

user.

In accordance with the example embodiments as described in the paragraphs above, wherein

generating the spatial audio scene further comprises at least one of storing, transmitting and

streaming the spatial audio scene.

In accordance with another example, an example apparatus may comprise at least one

processor; and at least one non-transitory memory including computer program code, the at

least one memory and the computer program code configured to, with the at least one

processor, cause the apparatus to: identify at least one object of interest (OOI), determine a

plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI, determine, for each of

the plurality of microphones, a volume around the at least one OOI, determine a spatial audio

volume based on associating each of the plurality of microphones to the volume around the at

least one OOI, and generate a spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio volume for free-

listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

In accordance with another example, an example apparatus may comprise a non-transitory

program storage device, such as memory 250 shown in Fig. 2 for example, readable by a

machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the machine for

performing operations, the operations comprising: identifying at least one object of interest

(OOI), determining a plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI,

determining, for each of the plurality of microphones, a volume around the at least one OOI,

determining a spatial audio volume based on associating each of the plurality of microphones

to the volume around the at least one OOI, and generating a spatial audio scene based on the

spatial audio volume for free-listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

In accordance with another example, an example apparatus comprises: means for identifying

at least one object of interest (OOI), means for determining a plurality of microphones

capturing sound from the at least one OOI, means for determining, for each of the plurality of

microphones, a volume around the at least one OOI, means for determining a spatial audio

volume based on associating each of the plurality of microphones to the volume around the at

least one OOI, and means for generating a spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio

volume for free-listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

Any combination of one or more computer readable medium(s) may be utilized as the

memory. The computer readable medium may be a computer readable signal medium or a



non-transitory computer readable storage medium. A non-transitory computer readable

storage medium does not include propagating signals and may be, for example, but not

limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor

system, apparatus, or device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing. More specific

examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer readable storage medium would include the

following: an electrical connection having one or more wires, a portable computer diskette, a

hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable

programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a portable

compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device, a magnetic storage

device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing.

It should be understood that the foregoing description is only illustrative. Various

alternatives and modifications can be devised by those skilled in the art. For example,

features recited in the various dependent claims could be combined with each other in any

suitable combination(s). In addition, features from different embodiments described above

could be selectively combined into a new embodiment. Accordingly, the description is

intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifications and variances which fall within the

scope of the appended claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method comprising:

identifying at least one object of interest (OOI);

determining a plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI,

wherein at least one of the plurality of microphones is located at a separate position from

at least one other of the plurality of microphones in an environment;

determining, for each of the plurality of microphones at each of the separate

positions in the environment, an area around the at least one OOI;

determining a spatial audio volume based on associating each of the plurality of

microphones to the area around the at least one OOI; and

generating a spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio volume for free-

listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.

2 . The method as claimed in any of claim 1, wherein generating the spatial audio scene

further comprises:

generating a superzoom audio scene, wherein the superzoom audio scene enables a

volumetric audio experience that allows a user to experience the at least one OOI at

different levels of detail, and as captured by different devices of the plurality of

microphones and from at least one of a different location and a different direction.

3 . The method as claimed in any of claim 1 or 2, wherein generating the spatial audio

scene further comprises:

generating a sound of the at least one OOI from a plurality of the separate

positions.

4 . The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the spatial audio scene further

comprises a volumetric six-degrees-of- freedom audio scene.

5 . The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the plurality of microphones

includes at least one of a microphone array, a stage microphone, and a Lavalier

microphone.

6 . The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 5, generating the spatial audio scene

further comprises:

determining a distance to a user and a direction to the user associated with the at

least one OOI.

7 . The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 6, further comprising:



performing, for at least one of the plurality of microphones, beamforming from the

at least one OOI to a user.

8. The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 7, wherein determining, for each of the

plurality of microphones, the area around the at least one OOI further comprises:

determining separate areas associated with each of the plurality of microphones;

and

determining a border between each of the separate areas.

9 . The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 8, wherein the plurality of microphones

includes at least one microphone with a sound signal associated particular section of the at

least one OOI and at least one other microphone with a sound signal associated with an

entire area of the at least one OOI.

10. The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 9, wherein generating the spatial audio

scene further comprises:

increasing a proportion of the sound signal associated with the particular section of

the at least one OOI in relation to the sound signal associated with the entire area of the at

least one OOI in response to a user moving closer to the particular section of the at least

one OOI.

11. The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 10, further comprising:

determining a position for each of the plurality of microphones based on a high

accuracy indoor positioning tag.

12. The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 11, wherein determining the plurality of

microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI further comprises:

performing cross-correlation between a microphone in close proximity to the at

least one OOI and each of the others of the plurality of microphones.

13. The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 12, wherein identifying the OOI is based

on receiving an indication from a user.

14. The method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 13, wherein generating the spatial audio

scene further comprises:

at least one of storing, transmitting and streaming the spatial audio scene.

15. An apparatus comprising:



at least one processor; and

at least one non-transitory memory including computer program code, the at least

one memory and the computer program code configured to, with the at least one

processor, cause the apparatus to:

identify at least one object of interest (OOI);

determine a plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI,

wherein at least one of the plurality of microphones is located at a separate position from

at least one other of the plurality of microphones in an environment;

determine, for each of the plurality of microphones at each of the separate

positions in the environment, an area around the at least one OOI;

determine a spatial audio volume based on associating each of the plurality of

microphones to the area around the at least one OOI; and

generate a spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio volume for free-listening-

point audio around the at least one OOI.

16. The apparatus as claimed in claim 15, where, when generating the spatial audio scene,

the at least one memory and the computer program code are configured to, with the at least

one processor, cause the apparatus to:

generate a superzoom audio scene, wherein the superzoom audio scene enables a

volumetric audio experience that allows a user to experience the at least one OOI at

different levels of detail, and as captured by different devices of the plurality of

microphones and from at least one of a different location and a different direction.

17. The apparatus as claimed in any of claim 15 or 16, wherein the plurality of

microphones includes at least one of a microphone array, a stage microphone, and a

Lavalier microphone.

18. The apparatus as claimed in any of claims 15 to 17, where, when generating the spatial

audio scene, the at least one memory and the computer program code are configured to,

with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to:

determine a distance to a user and a direction to the user associated with the at least

one OOI.

19. The apparatus as claimed in any of claims 15 to 18, where the at least one memory and

the computer program code are further configured to, with the at least one processor, cause

the apparatus to:

perform, for at least one of the plurality of microphones, beamforming from the at

least one OOI to a user.



20. A non-transitory program storage device readable by a machine, tangibly embodying a

program of instructions executable by the machine for performing operations, the

operations comprising:

identifying at least one object of interest (OOI);

determining a plurality of microphones capturing sound from the at least one OOI,

wherein at least one of the plurality of microphones is located at a separate position from

at least one other of the plurality of microphones in an environment;

determining, for each of the plurality of microphones at each of the separate

positions in the environment, an area around the at least one OOI; and

determining a spatial audio volume based on associating each of the plurality of

microphones to the_area around the at least one OOI; and

generating a spatial audio scene based on the spatial audio volume for free-

listening-point audio around the at least one OOI.
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